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COMMENT RESOLUTION
In their vote sheets, Chairman Diaz approved and Commissioners McGaffigan and Merrifield
approved in part and disapproved in part the staff's recommendation and provided some
additional comments. Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were incorporated into
the guidance to staff as reflected in the SRM issued on August 30, 2004.

Commissioner Comments on SECY-04-0111
Chairman Diaz
I approve this document in part as follows:
1. Industry Guidance on a Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE):
I approve Option 1A - Continue to engage stakeholders by noticing the attached draft document
in the Federal Register for a brief comment period. This option is responsive to stakeholders'
requests to allow further comment before issuance.
2. Industry Guidance on Safety Culture:
I approve option 2A - Revise the 1989 Policy Statement. The 1989 policy statement focused on
control room operations. It is worthwhile to update that statement and broaden the focus. The
staff should consider broadening the scope by addressing some of the attributes of "Safety
Management", especially where these attributes can contribute to making safety culture more
measurable and more clearly connected to safety performance. Good discussions on Safety
Management can be found in INSAG-1 3, "Management of Operational Safety in Nuclear Power
Plants", and in my speech to INPO on November 6, 2003, which is available on the NRC
website under Commission speeches.
3. NRC Inspector Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture:
I approve Option 3B - Enhance the ROP treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully address
Safety Culture, to allow for more agency action as the result of the identification of a crosscutting issue, and develop training for inspectors on this methodology. Considering the
discussion above on Safety Management, the staff should consider if the cross-cutting issue
may be more appropriately labeled Safety Management than Safety Culture. The staff should
not use surveys of licensee personnel, but rather should rely on inspector observations and
other indicators already available to the NRC.
I am not in favor of any significant resource expenditures on the other options. Focusing staff
resources on those options that are most targeted toward the desired results should expedite
the implementation of these enhancements. The staff should continue to monitor
developments by foreign regulators as directed by the SRM for SECY-02-0166, but should limit
the expenditure of resources in this area.
Commissioner McGaffigan
Before voting on the individual items in this paper. I would note that, while the paper outlined a
series of options, it did not provide a very complete discussion of some of those options. For
example, the paper lacks any real discussion of the limitations of attempts to regulate safety
culture abroad and at times implies that there are existing international standards that we
should emulate. I am aware of no such standards. Commissioner Merrifield's vote does a far
better job than the paper in discussing international practice. Second, the paper contains no
discussion of our allegation program, although it has probably led to the most NRC

interventions on safety culture matters, for example recently at Salem/Hope Creek and earlier
at plants such as South Texas. The allegation program clearly provides one indicator, albeit an
imperfect one, of potential safety culture issues. Omission of any discussion of it is a major gap
in the paper. Finally, the paper has no discussion of recent INPO initiatives on safety culture.
INPO clearly is on the right track. For example, I believe that INPO, rather than NRC, has far
more credibility when it comes to inspecting the financial incentives of senior plant managers to
insure that safety is given priority over strictly economic matters (such as keeping outages
short). Again Commissioner Merrifield's vote has a better discussion of INPO's initiatives than
does the paper.
Some stakeholders seem to believe that regulating safety culture will provide a leading indicator
of declining licensee performance. If it were easy to develop such leading indicators, it would
have been done a long time ago. As Ed Jordan, then Deputy Executive Director for Operations,
and former Commissioner Ken Rogers warned the Commission in briefings in the spring of
1997, the NRC has long been searching for leading indicators of declining performance. But
each time what appeared initially to be a promising leading indicator just has not proven valid
when tested in a broader context.
I believe that the reactor oversight process (ROP), which has been in effect now for over four
years, is an enormous improvement over the SALP/watch list processes that preceded it. It has
been effective in identifying some licensees' declining performance before serious issues arose,
most notably at Cooper and more recently at Perry. That is clearly our goal, a goal we fell short
of at Davis-Besse. If we can make improvements to the ROP that will help us get out in front of
problems, we should clearly do so. Indeed, we have established a process precisely to
consider ROP enhancements. But we should be under no illusion that it will be easy to improve
the ROP to the point that it will catch all significant problems at an early stage. Quite the
opposite is the reality.
Turning to the specific issues raised by staff I disapprove most of the staff's recommended
options and approve some in part as follows:
1.

Industry Guidance concerning SCWE

I join my fellow Commissioners in rejecting the staff's recommendation for option 1B, to issue
the attachment as a RIS without further public comment. Instead, I join them in approving
Option 1A. Further, I attach numerous edits to this document, mostly grammatical, for the
staff's consideration before it is issued for comment.

2.

Industry Guidance or Safety Culture

I join my fellow Commissioners in not approving the staff's proposed Option 2B. I also do not
support Option 2A because we already have too full a plate in the rulemaking area, and revising
the policy statement is well down my list of rulemaking priorities. I join Commissioner Merrifield
in essentially supporting Option 2C. As he notes, INPO, in response to the Davis-Besse event,
has issued a safety culture guidance document that has the right focus. I absolutely do not
have the staff's concern that industry initiatives will prove too "limited or move in directions not
in accordance with Commission preferences and/or internationally accepted standards." There

are no internationally accepted standards and there is absolutely no evidence the industry's
efforts will be limited or not in accord with Commission preferences.
3.

NRC Inspection Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture

I approve exploring the feasibility of Option 3B within the context of our established procedures
for improving the ROP, which include stakeholder involvement, subject to the following
comments. I join Commissioner Merrifield in expressing concern about survey tools in nonprofessional hands. However, I do not agree with Commissioner Merrifield that a specific safety
culture evaluation is appropriate for every plant that enters Column 3 of the action matrix. Such
an evaluation may be appropriate in such circumstances, but it also may not be, depending on
the nature of the inspection findings/performance indicator data that led to the Column 3 status.
I also assume that this option will look at enhancements to NRC's handling of the existing
problem identification and resolution (PI&R) cross-cutting issue. It strikes me that PI&R
problems are potentially an objective indicator of safety culture weaknesses. Doing additional
inspections at plants that have PI&R weaknesses, even if they otherwise are in Columns 1 and
2 of the action matrix, is entirely appropriate and the most objective way that I am aware of to
address safety culture problems in regulatory space.
Like the Chairman and Commissioner Merrifield, I support monitoring foreign regulator efforts
(Option 3C) within previously programmed resources, consistent with the SRM for SECY-020166.
I do not support the other options at this time, although Option 2C, which I do support may in
time lead to Option 3D, which I would support if that were the result.
Let me conclude by responding to a suggestion in the last paragraph of the paper that the
Commission may need to reconsider its determination not to initiate rulemaking in the
subjective area of safety culture, depending on the Commission decisions on options in the
paper. I see no need for such reconsideration. The fact is that we do not currently know how
to draft such a rule or how to implement such a rule. Launching rulemaking in the absence of
such fundamental building blocks would be a colossal waste of resources.
Commissioner Merrifield
I want to commend the staff for bringing forward a wide-range of options for the Commission to
consider for encouraging licensees to establish a Safety Culture, including an environment
where employees feel free to raise safety issues. I approve in part, and disapprove in part, the
staff's recommendations for the following reasons.
1. Industry Guidance concerning a Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE)
I recommend Option 1A, to notice the staff's guidance document, "Establishing and Maintaining
a Safety Conscious Work Environment," in the Federal Register for a brief comment period. I
do not approve the staff's recommendation to issue the document as a Regulatory Information
Summary without further comment (1B). As the staff points out, to not allow for public comment
would be inconsistent with the staff's indications at a February 2004 public meeting. At that
time, only a detailed outline of the staff's proposal was available to the public and industry to

review. Having had requests for further public comment and giving an indication that it would
be provided, to short cut the public's and industry's participation now would be inconsistent with
our strategic goal of openness and would significantly detract from the staff's previous efforts to
encourage input from the public and industry in developing this document.
Although I am recommending that the document be issued for public comment, I do not
recommend inviting further discussion on whether to issue the document. It should be clear to
our stakeholders that the comments should address the content of the document only.
As for the content of any notice attached to the document, I recommend that it explicitly reflect
the connection between a Safety Conscious Work Environment and Safety Culture. At a
minimum the staff should explain as it did in the paper that SCWE is an attribute of Safety
Culture. The Commission is taking steps to address other attributes of Safety Culture as well,
but it is important to communicate to our stakeholders our expectation that improving SCWE
programs will result in strengthening the Safety Culture of our licensees.
2. Industry Guidance on Safety Culture
At this time, I do not support the staff's recommendation to develop another guidance document
on Safety Culture, in addition to the document on SCWE, Option 2B. For matters other than
SCWE, I believe our resources would be better spent on efforts to improve our programs for
oversight of licensees' Safety Culture. As I discuss in further detail below, we should ensure
that the staff has the necessary tools to examine a licensee's Safety Culture and identify and
resolve issues in this area before they lead to safety problems. Because the industry took
corrective action itself in the wake of Davis-Besse to provide licensees with guidance on Safety
Culture, NRC's further guidance on these same issues would seem to be redundant. For
example, last November INPO issued a preliminary version of Principles for a Strong Nuclear

Safety Culture.'
Keeping in mind that the industry's efforts may be a work in progress, it nevertheless seems
that the industry is on the right track to assist licensees in building a strong Safety Culture. For
example, the principles discussed by industry are:
1. Nuclear safety is everyone's responsibility.
2. Leaders demonstrate commitment to safety.
3. Trust permeates the organization.
4. Decision-making reflects safety first.
5. Nuclear is recognized as different.
6. A "what if" approach is cultivated.
7. Organizational learning is embraced.
8. Nuclear safety undergoes constant examination.2
As industry works to develop guidance in this area, the NRC must use its resources to ensure
that it has programs and procedures in place that encourage licensees to establish strong
Safety Culture programs.

' Sorting Out Safety Culture, The Nuclear Professional, Second Quarter 2004, p. 28.
2

Id.

3. NRC Inspector Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture
I agree with the staff's recommendations to enhance the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP)
treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully address Safety Culture and to develop training
for inspectors on this methodology, Option 3B, subject to the following comments.
In Option 3B the staff discusses tools for inspectors to use in making observations, such as
surveys. After significant discussions with our foreign counterparts, I remain very concerned
about the use of inspector surveys of Safety Culture. I am aware that our foreign counterparts
considered using inspector surveys, but these surveys are mired in subjective determinations. I
am not aware of any that are now being used. Indeed, our counterparts at the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission after conducting a pilot project using inspector surveys, concluded
that surveys were more appropriately conducted by licensees rather than by the regulator. As
we have seen with our previous SALP program, the more subjective the observation, the more
difficult it is to make conclusions, respond to questions from the licensee and the public, and to
use such conclusions as a basis for further regulatory action. Consequently, the staff should
develop tools that allow inspectors to rely on more objective findings. Most important, the staff
should ensure that the inspectors are properly trained in the area of Safety Culture. The staff
should consider developing an enhanced training program for its inspectors and resident
inspectors on Safety Culture that uses both insights from INPO's work in this area and insights
from the international community.
As a further enhancement to the ROP, I recommend that the staff include as part of its
enhanced inspection activities for plants in the Degraded Cornerstone Column (referred to as
Column Three) of the ROP Action Matrix, a specific evaluation of the licensees Safety Culture.
The staff should interact with our stakeholders to develop a process for conducting the
evaluation. To be clear, I am not suggesting that the staff's methodology for using the
treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully address Safety Culture be directed only at
Column Three plants. A plant in any column may show signs of a weak Safety Culture.
However, for plants in Column Three, I am recommending a specific evaluation.
I agree in part with Option 3C, to continue to monitor and work with the international community.
I agree that the staff should continue to monitor and work with the international community to
gain insight on Safety Culture issues, Option 3C. These insights should be used to better train
our inspectors on more objective indications of Safety Culture issues. However, this effort
should be conducted within existing resources.
I do not agree with staff's recommendation of Option 3D, to engage with industry to develop an
industry process to assess the Safety Culture at individual facilities, with NRC oversight of this
process. At this time NRC oversight of the industry's efforts in this area does not appear
necessary, but the staff should continue to monitor the efforts of INPO and the industry. As
industry has a substantial program in process, our resources would be better spent on
enhancing the ROP and training our inspectors.
I agree with the staff's recommendation to develop criteria for and possible intervention
strategies for the NRC to take when downward trends in the area of SCWE and/or other facets
of Safety Culture already exist and the licensee has failed to take appropriate action, Option 3E.
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Comments of Chairman Diaz on SECY-04-0111

I approve this document in part as follows:
1. Industry Guidance on a Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE):
I approve Option 1A - Continue to engage stakeholders by noticing the attached draft
document in the Federal Register for a brief comment period. This option is responsive
to stakeholders' requests to allow further comment before issuance.
2. Industry Guidance on Safety Culture:
I approve option 2A - Revise the 1989 Policy Statement. The 1989 policy statement
focused on control room operations. It is worthwhile to update that statement and
broaden the focus. The staff should consider broadening the scope by addressing
some of the attributes of "Safety Management", especially where these attributes can
contribute to making safety culture more measurable and more clearly connected to
safety performance. Good discussions on Safety Management can be found in INSAG13, "Management of Operational Safety in Nuclear Power Plants", and in my speech to
INPO on November 6, 2003, which is available on the NRC website under Commission
speeches.
3. NRC Inspector Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture:
I approve Option 3B - Enhance the ROP treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully
address Safety Culture, to allow for more agency action as the result of the
identification of a cross-cutting issue, and develop training for inspectors on this
methodology. Considering the discussion above on Safety Management, the staff
should consider if the cross-cutting issue may be more appropriately labeled Safety
Management than Safety Culture. The staff should not use surveys of licensee
personnel, but rather should rely on inspector observations and other indicators already
available to the NRC.
I am not in favor of any significant resource expenditures on the other options.
Focusing staff resources on those options that are most targeted toward the desired
results should expedite the implementation of these enhancements. The staff should
continue to monitor developments by foreign regulators as directed by the SRM for
SECY-02-0166, but should limit the expenditure of resources in this area.
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Commissioner McGaffipan's Comments on SECY-04-0111
Before voting on the individual items in this paper. I would note that, while the paper outlined a
series of options, it did not provide a very complete discussion of some of those options. For
example, the paper lacks any real discussion of the limitations of attempts to regulate safety
culture abroad and at times implies that there are existing international standards that we
should emulate. I am aware of no such standards. Commissioner Merrifield's vote does a far
better job than the paper in discussing international practice. Second, the paper contains no
discussion of our allegation program, although it has probably led to the most NRC
interventions on safety culture matters, for example recently at Salem/Hope Creek and earlier
at plants such as South Texas. The allegation program clearly provides one indicator, albeit an
imperfect one, of potential safety culture issues. Omission of any discussion of it is a major gap
in the paper. Finally, the paper has no discussion of recent INPO initiatives on safety culture.
INPO clearly is on the right track. For example, I believe that INPO, rather than NRC, has far
more credibility when it comes to inspecting the financial incentives of senior plant managers to
insure that safety is given priority over strictly economic matters (such as keeping outages
short). Again Commissioner Merrifield's vote has a better discussion of INPO's initiatives than
does the paper.
Some stakeholders seem to believe that regulating safety culture will provide a leading indicator
of declining licensee performance. If it were easy to develop such leading indicators, it would
have been done a long time ago. As Ed Jordan, then Deputy Executive Director for Operations,
and former Commissioner Ken Rogers warned the Commission in briefings in the spring of
1997, the NRC has long been searching for leading indicators of declining performance. But
each time what appeared initially to be a promising leading indicator just has not proven valid
when tested in a broader context.
I believe that the reactor oversight process (ROP), which has been in effect now for over four
years, is an enormous improvement over the SALP/watch list processes that preceded it. It has
been effective in identifying some licensees' declining performance before serious issues arose,
most notably at Cooper and more recently at Perry. That is clearly our goal, a goal we fell short
of at Davis-Besse. If we can make improvements to the ROP that will help us get out in front of
problems, we should clearly do so. Indeed, we have established a process precisely to
consider ROP enhancements. But we should be under no illusion that it will be easy to improve
the ROP to the point that it will catch all significant problems at an early stage. Quite the
opposite is the reality.
Turning to the specific issues raised by staff I disapprove most of the staff's recommended
options and approve some in part as follows:
1.

Industry Guidance concerning SCWE

I join my fellow Commissioners in rejecting the staff's recommendation for option 1B, to issue
the attachment as a RIS without further public comment. Instead, I join them in approving
Option lA. Further, l attach numerous edits to this document, mostly grammatical, for the
staff's consideration before it is issued for comment.

2.

Industry Guidance or Safety Culture

I join my fellow Commissioners in not approving the staff's proposed Option 2B. I also do not
support Option 2A because we already have too full a plate in the rulemaking area, and revising
the policy statement is well down my list of rulemaking priorities. I join Commissioner Merrifield
in essentially supporting Option 2C. As he notes, INPO, in response to the Davis-Besse event,
has issued a safety culture guidance document that has the right focus. I absolutely do not
have the staff's concern that industry initiatives will prove too "limited or move in directions not
in accordance with Commission preferences and/or internationally accepted standards." There
are no internationally accepted standards and there is absolutely no evidence the industry's
efforts will be limited or not in accord with Commission preferences.
3.

NRC Inspection Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture

I approve exploring the feasibility of Option 3B within the context of our established procedures
for improving the ROP, which include stakeholder involvement, subject to the following
comments. I join Commissioner Merrifield in expressing concern about survey tools in nonprofessional hands. However, I do not agree with Commissioner Merrifield that a specific safety
culture evaluation is appropriate for every plant that enters Column 3 of the action matrix. Such
an evaluation may be appropriate in such circumstances, but it also may not be, depending on
the nature of the inspection findings/performance indicator data that led to the Column 3 status.
I also assume that this option will look at enhancements to NRC's handling of the existing
problem identification and resolution (PI&R) cross-cutting issue. It strikes me that PI&R
problems are potentially an objective indicator of safety culture weaknesses. Doing additional
inspections at plants that have PI&R weaknesses, even if they otherwise are in Columns 1 and
2 of the action matrix, is entirely appropriate and the most objective way that I am aware of to
address safety culture problems in regulatory space.
Like the Chairman and Commissioner Merrifield, I support monitoring foreign regulator efforts
(Option 3C) within previously programmed resources, consistent with the SRM for SECY-020166.
I do not support the other options at this time, although Option 2C, which I do support may in
time lead to Option 3D, which I would support if that were the result.
Let me conclude by responding to a suggestion in the last paragraph of the paper that the
Commission may need to reconsider its determination not to initiate rulemaking in the
subjective area of safety culture, depending on the Commission decisions on options in the
paper. I see no need for such reconsideration. The fact is that we do not currently know how
to draft such a rule or how to implement such a rule. Launching rulemaking in the absence of
such fundamental building blocks would be a colossal waste of resources.
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INTRODUCTION
The guidance in this document is intended to augment existing information that was
communicated in the 1996 Policy Statement. The expanded elements of a-SCWE
summarized within this document were developed utilizing information obtained from
reactive inspections of problematic licensee programs as well as;reviewstof successful
progressive SCWE programs, and Insights obtained during discussions with nuclear
.'t'e-dustry on the
industry professionals, including individuals who pro(id&frainingio
.
subject and attorneys who have represented licensees and whistiebi inr
proceedings.
The NRC recognizes that some of the practices otutlieribdjinthis guidance m'aV-not be
practicable or appropriate for every NRC licensee , ,ractor depending on the
existing work environment and/or the size or comrplexity',fAhe licensed activities. In
addition, practices not included in this guidance rmiay be effe'tive'iin establishing and
maintaining a SCWE. The NRC staff continue$emphasiziej;that licensees are
responsible for establishing and maintainingeSCEtand implefiTentation of the
dditioni"'efforts by site
following guidance may not improve a S'6E witho
management. However, the NRC doe6tbeliev6Ahatit Thl>ehmnts in this guidance could
g or enhancing
be helpful to NRC licensees and their contratrs
existing SCWE programs, or whfftittempti
and correct potential problems
within a program.
As
A

ELEMENTSFSAFETY CUS
Eff

roeissesfm

WORK ENVIRONMENT

Identification and Resolution

Effectiveypro firproblebdtification and resolution are essential to ensuring
the safe use<9t
o
l03r . t Ials iid operation of facilities Attributes of the work
environrent that e-hc
,
dividuals to look for and articulate safety concerns and
effectivly and efficie tliess
and resolve the concerns raised, are discussed in the
following guidance.
w
Employees are Encouraged to Raise Safety Concerns

*ACS-CWE Policy statement which: (a) is applicable to employees and contractors; /
(b) asserts that it is everyone's responsibility to promptly raise concerns; and (c)
retaliation for doing so will not be tolerated, helps establish a SCWE and
communicate senior management's expectations for maintaining it. In addition,
the policy may include:

-4o
*
*
*

*

A statement that, to the extent appropriate, employees are allowed and
encouraged to use work hours to report concerns;
Sanctions for retaliation by supervisors, managers, or peers'
Expectations for management behavior that fosters employee confidence
in raising concerns;
7.
Information on the various avenues available for raising concerns; and
The rights of employees to raise concerns externally

Z/

I/

SCWE Training
~~)P'5

SCWE training for managers, supervisors, and er
principle outlined in the licensee's SCWE Policy.
given to managers and employees should inciae
and policies underlying SCWE expectations
*

What, besides raising safety concerns, con.
_ ....................

.

.

.

M(-

f

The term "prot ected activity" has'.'eenbroadly inteIfreted by the
Cd.&urt-`Prrotected activity is defined by
Department of Labor and thAOl
NRC regulation n as includiIg, but not hntet6.fY
o

Providi ing thenQommission or employer information about alleged or
possiblle vioj tions of.lie Ato mi&Energy Act, the Energy
ReorgEiniz'fion Act. rrequire nents imposed under either statute;
''ionlractice made unlawful under either
g..ishae requl~ii 4 nts, if the employee has identified the
itilqa~liyty to the employer;
stin'th;eommission to institute action against the employer

Ladmi itration or enforcement of these requirements;
ing in any Commission proceeding, or before Congress, or at
deral or State proceeding regarding V$provision of either
.54

"Assisting or participating in,or t about to assist or participate in,
these activities.
What constitutes an 'adverse action."
An 'adverse action' is generally defined as an adverse change of the
terms, conditions, or benefits of the employee's work. Adverse
employment actions may include changes in employment status,

/
.11,

Vl
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regardless of whether the individual's pay is affected, and threats to
employment.
*

What constitutes "retaliation" under the NRC's regulations.
An adverse action is deemed retaliatory if it is taken, in whole .or in part,
because the individual was engaged in a protected Activity.ft'
,.,.,*

X

:

The scope of the training given should also inAl de conequences.for deviations.from applicable laws, regulations and policie ,underlying'SCWErectations..;
i
The training for should identify appropriate ctewayt.for employee `".
contractors to identify concerns, i.e., managerqu hy assurancE, correc ve
action programs, appeal processes, alternatiVe'sses for railing concerns, if
applicable (e.g., Employee Concerns Prograf/ilOibudgman), NRC and DOL.
The training should include a description obfhow t programs function, and the
role for a manager within each programmg:.
Expectations for management belav or shoaudb'eincluded in the training. For
example, managers should beeectec>to
1itfeelves available to the
workforce by various means ii'cluding
"oj3'nu6i" policy in the office and
when a manager is in theimight
include the need for the
manager to be sensitivetai emploh
I reluctance to raising
concerns and, thereforewthe needftb protec'their identity or the identity of others
involved. Basic listening skillseffetive'wys to seek input, and expressing
appreciation to,~th oose''who raise.pconerms, are other behaviors one might expect
offi naMgers. Managemgent should'e knowledgeable of and periodically use
me'dia instrumeht§,itsto communicate their SCWE principles. Management
shouid.seatblish timelines§o:als for responding to concerns, which consider
safety~sighijficatce, and'pjrov-ide periodic updates to the individual who identified
a coerh'Aatiger shb'uld evaluate the effectiveness of their responses to
Arefrmine w~ h
$eiyadequately
addressed the employee's concerns.
3Management sh'ould b6 sensitive to ensure operational or maintenance goals do
not result in supervisors being less receptive to safety concerns, particularly
those which rmJay result in significant costs or schedule delays?
«;~Finally, trafhing for managers, in particular, should include information to help
~thrm~identify and address signs of a "chilled environment," that is, one in which
em oees are afraid to raise safety concerns for fear of retaliation.
Managers who model positive traits of availability, receptiveness, sensitivity,
encouraging communications, timeliness, and responsiveness associated with a
SCWE will promote employee confidence in identifying and resolving concerns.
Managers who have exhibited success in this area should consider training or
mentoring other mangers in an effort to duplicate the success.

,,_04

-6Similarly, expectations for employee behavior, should also be included in their
training. Consider emphasizing the following employee behaviors during training:
*
*
*
*
*

Individual responsibility for reporting concerns;
Clear communication of the concern and confirmation of understanding with
the person receiving the concern;
,.-; .'
Willingness to share suggested solutionsto
1concerns arndparticipate or no
in their resolution;
/ i>A.
G
Follow-up to ensure concern is adequately 5addressed
; an
Need for every employee to demonstrate respect for othersfwh6'identifv
concerns.

Initial training of recently hired employees oe6r' entlyFproroted managers shouki
be conducted as soon as practicable and re
her:training for existing stafpshould be conducted annually or more fre'quently,`as determined by the needs
and complexity of the organization. AnnuaIsrefreshet fainiii for employees and
managers should review key points.Ifrio4i'itiail.training' t1d16clude lessons
learned, as appropriate, from suc6eisdses/nd/or6problemtareas.
SCWE Incentive Programs..A,-.,
An incentive program cabe'developed whicl provides recognition/rewards for
individual/team effortssi identifyjng landforK(esolving safety issues. In addition,
implementation of.ite~'ide bonius/icenti# programs which reflect safety
obib'filves over.
goal
lso encourage reporting of safety
cone
Howeversme care should be taken to ensure that incentive
prognot
iriadvertty discourage reporting concerns, e.g., some
empl6yeesemay not
iKtb6'nition.
Whilo
h
mployees accountable for personnel errors, licensee
personnel m
raeht.practices, to the extent practicable, should consider that
.r.eactions againsts
nel who self report errors can, in some circumstances,
g discourage empo es from raising concerns, near misses, etc. Consider
*$.3
f
discussing self jdentification and prompt, effective corrective actions as mitigating
m
circumstances for consideration in addressing personnel errors.

e.

'

V

Bi
:

iM-aqefient is Promptly Notified of Concerns Aside from the practices
I gussed above concerning policies, training, and incentive programs designed to
''&reate a work environment where employees feel free to raise safety concerns
$without
fear of retaliation, there are other behaviors and processes which may help
employees promptly identify and notify management of concerns. Employees and
management that demonstrate an open and questioning attitude by asking 'Why"
and "what if" type questions help to ensure concerns are promptly identified.
Processes for identifying concerns should be accessible and user-friendly. A

vt

,

7
V

-7corrective action program which is flexible in its use of paper forms and/or
terminals, conveniently placed throughout the facility, also helps ensure prompt
notification of safety concerns. An accessible and approachable management
team further motivates employees to report concerns including communications
that ensure an understanding of the concerns prior to their proposed-resolution
and inspection. As appropriate, employees should be allowed and-enhcouraged to
spend needed work hours to report concerns.

IC'
q~ I. Ci

C.

Concerns are Promptly Prioritized and Reviewed Sat
d be a primary
factor in the concern prioritization scheme arid in deterrnffiirigthe~bfeadth and+'
depth of the evaluation. Effective communication plansishould.ensure~the 51 ring
of information between affected departmenitsso that~the identified-cbrici's
potential impact on safety can be appropriatblq~ass'ssed. In addii'i;F^'
management and employees should develop expectations concerning timeliness
to complete the evaluation and resolution oues.,T,,e.process for screening
issues should include a review for operability and 65tlity
as applicable. For
significant conditions adverse to quality the evaluati'o'ni'uld'be sufficient to
identify the root and contributing causzesbofithleissue. IrYakiition, the root cause
analysis should address both the .. exte-n~t
ditond the cause of the
issue.

D.

Concerns are Appropriately Resolv6d VTirneliness of the corrective actions
should be commensuratewith therg;~fety significance of the issue. Processes
should be in place to ehis'ure that.appropriatfeactions are taken in response to all
conditions adverse4Qt oquality. Fo'T.significan't conditions adverse to quality,
corrdbtive actions shuld be taklietdaddress the root causes, contributing
caus'es,$d the extentofhe coidition caused by the identified concern.

E.

dback should be
ppropriate po'lin'ts'during the concern resolution process. Upon
t
t
the idividual receiving the information may need to discuss
e concern wifihtn6e&nployee raising the concern to ensure understanding of
issue and its sdfeoty"~ignificance. Additional feedback may be necessary during
the evaluation <xriihevnfit is apparent that resolution may take longer than anticipated.
Follow-up withthe concerned individual when the evaluation is complete is
important toWshare proposed actions to address the issue, if appropriate. The
-.feedback,.pr&cess which is sufficiently flexible to permit a concerned individual who
Vahl:8s:anonymity to obtain feedback, can be most effective.

A Feedbai.Provid6d:ti4h6'Concerned Individual

pod

45-11
r

F.

A'peal Process for Concerns fAn appeal process which facilitates an additional
review to ensure issues were thoroughly addressed (e.g., differing professional
opinion or alternate dispute resolution processes) can provide added assurance
that concerns are appropriately resolved.
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G.

Self-Assessments of Problem Identification & Resolution (PI&R) Processes
Ij)It
is a good practice to periodically evaluate the adequacy and timeliness of
responses, as well as the satisfaction of the concerned individual with the
response and process. In addition, a self-assessment should address whether
employees feel free to raise issues using the various processes employed by the
licensee and whether these processes are viewed as effective, and',why or why
not. An assessment should include an appraisal of the effe&tivendss of the root
cause analyses for significant issues and the effectiveness-,s~ociated
-corrective actions. Management should have.a pian to 3riiptlyreview the
.

findings of such self assessments and implefm"e'nt appropriit"&6.i tiye actiorns:.
H.

, CCQo55 I

An Alternative Process to Line Managenmi6tqjlorfadress the'siituatio"n"''Where
an individual may wish to raise a concern t sboeone other than thi-'
management or through the corrective action-prog"'rvaf an alternative process,
such as an Employee Concerns Program, cah'be'Usefdl\ Given the nature of
many of the issues one may wish to raise 0outside ofliniarnagement, such a
process should ensure identity protectionrnd/or an nyrity&the extent
appropriate. Such an alternative pr o 4Jiild be adb§dible through multiple
inputs, e.g. walk-ins, hot lines, doInconsing
the physical
location of th e isonnel operating the a tdntive~b66ss, one should consider
, *1t both its accedssplity to the w o'kforce wellavsibility. An overly visible
office may not allow for disbcreet visis( PersorIfie training programs, advertising
posters, and facility newgIrtiicles h6t(p provideFnotification of the process. Like
concerns brought to th&correctivemction program, concerns brought to the
alte~rnative prograsm xist receivse,,~appopprgate operability and reportability reviews
andbb-I5properlypriornitized utilizihg'.szfety as a primary factor for determining the
brTa'dih;~depth, adtirliness of4M evaluation. While independent from line
or'ganiztions invo(idmi'hith@e~concerns, the process is most effective if directly
accfomabttseniorbment. Senior management provides appropriate
supporknd-;reeurces i
'g staffing and access to necessary documents and
mate ialst'ocohducbinspetions. The process should provide timely feedback on
,.th6 status an' esoluibn of concerns, and status reports to senior management
,4-EZzwith analysis of
g
data and observations.
Tgoos to Assess the SCWE

Ok,
5;

fif rmation gathe~ed from the following tools should be considered for program
e
ir
g enhancements, coaching and counseling opportunities,
orgniz
lchanges, and survey topic suggestions.
eiiO 1 itfic'B
I an
'I4 rA v ba
4
A.
Lessons Learned Ieriodically evaluate information from pertinent organizations
Arc and processes which may contribute to or negatively affect the SCWE to identify
enhancements or adjustments to the organizations and processes. The
organizations and processes with pertinent information may include: the primary
process for raising concerns (e.g., Correction Action Program), an alternative

'.'.
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process for raising concerns (e.g., Employee Concerns Program (ECP) or
Ombudsman), Human Resources (regarding work environment concerns, etc.),
legal counsel (regarding Department of Labor files, etc.) and/or Regulatory Affairs
(regarding NRC findings or observations). Discussions about specific
documentation or events should take into considerations privacy andattorneyclient restrictions. Lessons learned from external organizations can;61so be useful.

-IParticipation iaplcbeindubtry

B.

in applicable
forumsjpeer-group
Benchmarking
assessments of other SCWE programs, where-iddas and'doratibbs are exchanged
and various SCWE elements compared, can"i1so provide'd'v"asl<>insights.

C.

Performance Indicators tParameters shcld.be idbintified and
help indicate the effectiveness of the SCWEI traininii and problem idnrtification
and resolution processes. For example, the rnu' berand trend of NRC allegations
compared to the number and trend of internally''raisied.oncems may be an
indication of employee willingness to rais once initcTh'ally. Similarly, the
percent of anonymous concerns raised may.give insijhts'iidoemployee
willingness to raise concerns without-.feaar'ef retaliatio
Qejitigh6taliation claims may be
An indication of licensee effec.ti ness i
indicated by the number anchfiend ofpJRC retaiiotallegations compared to the
number and trend of intern~lly raised.r(etaliatiogficoncerns.
Employees with a ques $ing att U'e and---willingness and ability to raise safety
concerns may beifidicated by thes.co'mparison of risk significant concerns that are
self4vealing, s ld
feor ereli
identified by INPO, NRC, OSHA, etc.
Finally~stIjq.backloga
concerns may indicate a lack of effectiveness of
proce~siesf&rZresolving'6irns.

Np.,suffiiint
in identifying weaknesses in the SC
, nor are
e absoluepmeasurements that indicate an unhealthy environ nt.
,,,Nonetheless, rimtorig the trends in various characteristics of e SCWE with
& performance iniicarors like those mentioned above and others provide some
,
insights into th
trengths and weaknesses of the SCWE at a site.
D;

. ur vpev a Interview
by
Tools Aurvey instruments and interview questionnaires
emie'nted by organizations independent of the groups being surveyed or
ihteeviewed, can be useful tools and complement other tools used to assess the
5*0 WE.
Pre-survey or pre-interview communications are a very important part of such a
tool. Communications with the workforce prior to the implementation of the survey
or interview should include a request for participation, the need for input,
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protection of participant's identity, the intended use of gathered information, and
the intent to share results with the workforce.
Regular employee business hours should be made available to conduct surveys
or interviews.
The scope of SCWE surveys should include the following
*
*
*
*
*

>*}I

d.raising safety_
Awareness of company policies and pradtics with
concerns and avenues available for rais ing concerns
Pik
icerns
Management behaviors encouraging th'e workforce to raise safet`
Workforce willingness to raise safety6'6hcerns,
Effectiveness of the processes availafl&(ii&oal and alternativef raising
concerns;
Management's ability to detect and pre
tation for raising safety
concerns.

Space should be provided on surveys'friWtiten comment§?
nlFans
houId'dbe`&velope o address findings
Survey or interview follow-up adion
t6~he'facility.
addition,
that are specific to work groups
management commitments'sfiould bemade tp~hare th results and action plans
to address findings withlj4he-workfo're. The reults of urvey or interviews may
indicate employee belief6, attitudebT(and satisfaction with key SCWE attributes, as
well as ways to improve6the SCWEE-Ž
-generic

E.

Di~ltehaviations
ect observations of individuals' behavior
p &6jinformati"'nRg ing the effectiveness of any SCWE training.
Managemen'tbehaviors&-6'bsri ed may indicate a supervisor's receptiveness and
supportj-ePleyes ferfistng concerns, including how such action is rewarded,
eto
liledir66bbservat in of employees in the work environment can provide
iuable insights-iito-the employee's questioning attitude and willingness to
o.t-$hallenge perc iveUsafe behavior.

F

Exit Interview sSurveys &xit interviews and surveys, conducted to facilitate the
identification '1f safety issues from exiting employees, provide an opportunity to
;c :apture cdncerns an individual may not have been comfortable raising while
ig-'at the facility. These activities should be conducted while ensuring identity
ection and include follow-up mechanisms for exiting employees who want to
'boe informed of the resolution of their concerns.
X

G.

360-Degree Appraisals FConsideration should be given to the implementation of
a "360-degree" appraisal program where employees are asked to provide
feedback on manager SCWE behavior.
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lmproving Licensee Contractor Awareness of SCWE Principles

/

The Commission's long-standing policy has been and continues to be hold its
i(; ,,A
licensees responsible for compliance with NRC requirements, eve
licensees use
contractors for products or services related to licensee activitie
hus, licensees are ,Thw v
responsible for ensuring that their contractors maintain an e ronment in.which
contractor employees are free to raise concerns without fe r of retaliation'. In considering
whether enforcement action should be taken against licensees'f6Fr6contractor actions, the
NRC considers, among other things, the reasonablene s.of thi cen'sees involvementsand oversight of the contractor environment for raising concerons
.
i,;>r.Ew
A.

->
e

t
:, I 11 N

Communicating Licensee SCWE Expectations t6oContractos.Li6bhsi
SCWE expectations of contractor responsifiifiti6is'ra they relate to creatirng and
maintaining a SCWE should be communicatie-d6tU66ohtractors engaged in
regulated activities. It should be the license s~tdtion that the contractors
and their subcontractors are aware of apglicable rdbulations. Furthermore, a -

licensee may want to communicate to its-cuntractors'';ahd sUbcontractors that ttI7g%
eypectsthem to demonstrate that eithKi hffkctive pro'grarn exists that a) prohibits
discrimination-K contractor employdis f1e`6 gag
ip-rtected activity and b)
in
fosters a SCWE, oradopt andi.
ply owt
i'ce-'es SCWE program for their
employees.
orAdop

.5

' .

B.

LCWE Activities %)Aside from communicating
ir cont6 actors, licensees may wish to oversee
,uchbversightmay include:
and processes to prohibit discrimination and
the cbntrditormanagement's commitment to SCWE
)olicy thrugh document review or behavioral observations;
ohntracto'itraining, both for content and effectiveness;
;;'thentractor's actions to address concerns, such as reviewing
~iv~gations to determine the need to conduct independent
ves'tigations; and,
actions, if any, the contractor takes to mitigate a concern's
IDact on the SCWE.
'Dis'ri-mination hGiven that the SCWE is most challenged when changes are
made to the employment conditions of the workforce, it can be very beneficial to
licensees to monitor such changes when proposed or executed by the contractor.
Licensee oversight in this area might include evaluating contractor processes for
making changes to employment conditions, such as Disciplinary Policies and/or
Reduction-In-Force Plans, to ensure they are well-defined, defensible, and
communicated to the workforce in advance of their implementation.

j
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Furthermore, licensee management should evaluate contractor pr posed changes
to employment conditions to ensure the proposed changes folio defined
processes and are non-retaliatory. The licensee can also asses whether the
might
contractor has taken into consideration the potential impact tons
have on the SCWE, and, if appropriate, actions to mitigate those impacts.
Finally, contractor changes to employment conditions that' are alleged or perceived
to be retaliatory should be reviewed to ensure thb change's`'' ref~not retaliatory or
.
NK
could adversely impact the SCWE.
D.

Contractor SCWE Training contractor SCWE training can b o dby
contractor or licensee. As with the training given tojlic6nsee e
contractor training should cover the laws, rgjulations, and policies underlying the
licensee's SCWE expectations; the licensee'reing SCWE policy; the
avenues available to contractor staff to raiseon'e'rn"s";and the licensee's
expectations for contractor management and empi6oye-qjbbhavior regarding raising
safety concerns. The contractor training-should alsoiin d6an explanation of
*conscious work
licensee contractual rights to overseelthe,'6critractor's s
s hours.
environment. Training should bec& 6b

Involvement of Senior Managemen in EmolbymenfActins
Management should ensure th
rograrmpand processes involving changes to
employment conditions, suchkas Disciplihary PojLci or Reductions-in-Force plans, are
workforce prior to their implementation.
well-defined defensible ahd cmmunic &tedstotthe
An effective'wMyfor se&ikicens e management to prevent retaliatory actions by their
employment actions before the actions are taken
supervisoystfposed
to determinWhtherany ofhftors of retaliation are present. Employment actions
above an oral-Ž
adshould eonsidered for prior review.
The factors include:

Protected Activit' -Has the individual against which the action is being taken
4 engaged in pr6tected activity?;
6
Adverse Action - Is an adverse employment action being proposed?;
.Licensee-o&rF:contractor Knowledge of Protected Activity - Such knowledge can be
^*itkibild~i other than the individual's direct supervisor;
J l 6ship Between the Adverse Action and Protected Activity - Is there
eidence that the adverse action is being taken, at least in part, because of the
protected activity? Even if there are other legitimate, defendable business
reasons to have taken the action, if one of the contributing causes of the action
was protected, a violation of the NRC's regulations has occurred.
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Commissioner Merrifield's Comments on SECY-04-0111
I want to commend the staff for bringing forward a wide-range of options for the Commission to
consider for encouraging licensees to establish a Safety Culture, including an environment
where employees feel free to raise safety issues. I approve in part, and disapprove in part, the
staff's recommendations for the following reasons.
1. Industry Guidance concerning a Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE)
I recommend Option 1A, to notice the staff's guidance document, "Establishing and Maintaining
a Safety Conscious Work Environment," in the Federal Register for a brief comment period. I
do not approve the staff's recommendation to issue the document as a Regulatory Information
Summary without further comment (1B). As the staff points out, to not allow for public comment
would be inconsistent with the staff's indications at a February 2004 public meeting. At that
time, only a detailed outline of the staff's proposal was available to the public and industry to
review. Having had requests for further public comment and giving an indication that it would
be provided, to short cut the public's and industry's participation now would be inconsistent with
our strategic goal of openness and would significantly detract from the staff's previous efforts to
encourage input from the public and industry in developing this document.
Although I am recommending that the document be issued for public comment, I do not
recommend inviting further discussion on whether to issue the document. It should be clear to
our stakeholders that the comments should address the content of the document only.
As for the content of any notice attached to the document, I recommend that it explicitly reflect
the connection between a Safety Conscious Work Environment and Safety Culture. At a
minimum the staff should explain as it did in the paper that SCWE is an attribute of Safety
Culture. The Commission is taking steps to address other attributes of Safety Culture as well,
but it is important to communicate to our stakeholders our expectation that improving SCWE
programs will result in strengthening the Safety Culture of our licensees.
2. Industry Guidance on Safety Culture
At this time, I do not support the staff's recommendation to develop another guidance document
on Safety Culture, in addition to the document on SCWE, Option 2B. For matters other than
SCWE, I believe our resources would be better spent on efforts to improve our programs for
oversight of licensees' Safety Culture. As I discuss in further detail below, we should ensure
that the staff has the necessary tools to examine a licensee's Safety Culture and identify and
resolve issues in this area before they lead to safety problems. Because the industry took
corrective action itself in the wake of Davis-Besse to provide licensees with guidance on Safety
Culture, NRC's further guidance on these same issues would seem to be redundant. For
example, last November INPO issued a preliminary version of Principles fora Strong Nuclear
Safety Culture.'
Keeping in mind that the industry's efforts may be a work in progress, it nevertheless seems
that the industry is on the right track to assist licensees in building a strong Safety Culture. For
example, the principles discussed by industry are:
-

1

Sorting Out Safety Culture, The Nuclear Professional, Second Quarter 2004, p. 28.

1. Nuclear safety is everyone's responsibility.
2. Leaders demonstrate commitment to safety.
3. Trust permeates the organization.
4. Decision-making reflects safety first.
5. Nuclear is recognized as different.
6. A "what if" approach is cultivated.
7. Organizational learning is embraced.
8. Nuclear safety undergoes constant examination.2
As industry works to develop guidance in this area, the NRC must use its resources to ensure
that it has programs and procedures in place that encourage licensees to establish strong
Safety Culture programs.
3. NRC Inspector Guidance on SCWE and Safety Culture
I agree with the staff's recommendations to enhance the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP)
treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully address Safety Culture and to develop training
for inspectors on this methodology, Option 3B, subject to the following comments.
In Option 3B the staff discusses tools for inspectors to use in making observations, such as
surveys. After significant discussions with our foreign counterparts, I remain very concerned
about the use of inspector surveys of Safety Culture. I am aware that our foreign counterparts
considered using inspector surveys, but these surveys are mired in subjective determinations. I
am not aware of any that are now being used. Indeed, our counterparts at the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission after conducting a pilot project using inspector surveys, concluded
that surveys were more appropriately conducted by licensees rather than by the regulator. As
we have seen with our previous SALP program, the more subjective the observation, the more
difficult it is to make conclusions, respond to questions from the licensee and the public, and to
use such conclusions as a basis for further regulatory action. Consequently, the staff should
develop tools that allow inspectors to rely on more objective findings. Most important, the staff
should ensure that the inspectors are properly trained in the area of Safety Culture. The staff
should consider developing an enhanced training program for its inspectors and resident
inspectors on Safety Culture that uses both insights from INPO's work in this area and insights
from the international community.
As a further enhancement to the ROP, I recommend that the staff include as part of its
enhanced inspection activities for plants in the Degraded Cornerstone Column (referred to as
Column Three) of the ROP Action Matrix, a specific evaluation of the licensees Safety Culture.
The staff should interact with our stakeholders to develop a process for conducting the
evaluation. To be clear, I am not suggesting that the staff's methodology for using the
treatment of cross-cutting issues to more fully address Safety Culture be directed only at
Column Three plants. A plant in any column may show signs of a weak Safety Culture.
However, for plants in Column Three, I am recommending a specific evaluation.
I agree in part with Option 3C, to continue to monitor and work with the international community.
I agree that the staff should continue to monitor and work with the international community to
2
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2

gain insight on Safety Culture issues, Option 3C. These insights should be used to better train
our inspectors on more objective indications of Safety Culture Issues. However, this effort
should be conducted within existing resources.
I do not agree with staff's recommendation of Option 3D, to engage with industry to develop an
industry process to assess the Safety Culture at individual facilities, with NRC oversight of this
process. At this time NRC oversight of the industry's efforts in this area does not appear
necessary, but the staff should continue to monitor the efforts of INPO and the industry. As
industry has a substantial program in process, our resources would be better spent on
enhancing the ROP and training our inspectors.
I agree with the staff's recommendation to develop criteria for and possible intervention
strategies for the NRC to take when downward trends in the area of SCWE and/or other facets
of Safety Culture already exist and the licensee has failed to take appropriate action, Option 3E.
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